Cease Fire: A “Win-Win” Strategy on Gun Policy for the Obama Administration
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In the months leading up to Election Day in 2008, Americans faced a steady stream of gloomy economic news. Around the world, stock markets tumbled. Leading companies in the financial sector collapsed or were on the brink of ruin, saved only by massive government bailouts. Most industries experienced significant slowdowns in sales, if not staggering drops. Sales of new homes, for example, plunged from their already low levels,1 and automakers suffered their worst sales slump since World War II.2 Shoppers “went into hibernation,” according to the National Retail Federation’s chief economist.3

Amidst all the trouble, one industry had reason to celebrate. Sales of firearms increased significantly in the weeks surrounding the election, driven by fears that the political success of Barack Obama and other Democratic candidates would eventually bring tighter legal restrictions on guns.4 All over the country, gun dealers reported that their sales were at record high levels.5 “I’ve been in business for 12 years, and I was here for Y2K, September 11, Katrina,” said a Virginia gun store owner. “And all of those were big events, and we did notice a spike in business, but nothing on the order of what we are seeing right now.”6 Customers flocked to buy guns because they believed Obama is a “gun-snatcher,” explained a Texas dealer, and “[h]e wants to take our guns from us and create a socialist society policed by his own police force.”7 Data on background checks of those seeking to purchase firearms confirmed the anecdotal accounts, with the Federal Bureau of Investigation reporting that the number of checks conducted in the
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first week of November 2008 was up almost fifty percent compared to the same week of the previous year.8

While generating a quick surge in sales for the gun industry, the 2008 election results may have a more significant and complicated effect on the controversial policy issues surrounding guns and how they should be regulated. After several years in which momentum generally swung strongly in favor of the National Rifle Association (NRA) and its allies, the 2008 election gave a much-needed boost to gun control advocates, providing a valuable opportunity to reassess the issue and its future. Should the Obama administration, bolstered by increased Democratic majorities in both houses of Congress, make an aggressive push for new legislation tightening legal restrictions on firearms, move in the opposite direction and adopt a more gun-friendly stance, or perhaps just do nothing and hope that the issue receives as little attention as possible?

This article lays out a strategic approach to the gun issue for the Obama administration. As a candidate, Obama promised to try to overcome old dividing lines and partisan bickering. The gun issue gives him an excellent opportunity to translate that rhetoric into action. Gun control has been one of the most bitterly controversial political and cultural issues in recent decades, but despite the hostility and distrust surrounding it, the issue offers substantial room for building consensus and forging compromises. President Obama should announce that he wants to see real progress made on improving America’s laws regulating firearms, but that he will not support any proposal unless it significantly enhances gun rights as well as gun control. In other words, Obama should call for legislators and interest groups on both sides of the issue to work together on combinations of measures that promote the socially beneficial use of guns while reducing their harmful misuse.

This approach emphasizes compromise, not only in the sense of brokering deals between gun control advocates and gun rights supporters, but also in the sense of taking a middle path between pursuing ideal policies and paying attention only to pragmatic political considerations. The Obama administration cannot ignore political realities, but at the same time it should not be ruled exclusively by them. Its approach must blend principle with practicality. Supporting “win-win” measures that bolster gun control and gun rights would enable Obama to make some constructive steps towards improving law and policy concerning guns, while minimizing the political risk to his administration and party and reducing the bitterness of the gun debate.

These prescriptions for the future cannot be fairly assessed without a clear understanding of the past and how we arrived at the present state of affairs. This Article therefore begins with an overview of the gun issue and a review of recent major developments in the political war over guns. In particular, the Article examines and draws lessons from the role played by guns in the 2008 presidential campaigns and elections. Although the NRA de-
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voted enormous resources to convincing gun owners that Barack Obama posed a serious threat, Obama managed to downplay the issue, neither emphasizing nor repudiating his support for reasonable gun control measures. After looking back at how the gun issue has played out in recent years, the Article looks forward and lays out a strategy for the Obama administration. Rather than ducking the issue or just continuing the partisan squabbles that have accomplished little in the past, the Obama administration should declare that it plans to move forward with proposals that simultaneously seek to reduce misuse of guns while protecting their lawful, responsible use. The Article describes examples of the sorts of proposals from each side of the controversy that could be included in new firearms legislation. Learning from the pitfalls and building on achievements of the past, the Obama administration can make progress on the gun issue with a strategy that emphasizes the compatibility of gun rights and sensible gun control.

I. GUNS IN AMERICA

Americans have a lot of guns. Studies suggest that there are currently about 270 million firearms in civilian hands in the United States, and that approximately thirty-five to forty percent of households have at least one gun.

The number of crimes, injuries, and deaths involving guns has decreased significantly from peak levels reached in the early 1990s, but it remains high. The Department of Justice estimates that each year in America about 500,000 victims of violent crimes will face an offender armed with a gun. Each year, about 30,000 people in the United States die from homicides, suicides, and accidents with guns, and about 70,000 suffer non-fatal injuries from being shot. These numbers put the United States far above other similarly developed countries in rates of firearm deaths, injuries, and crimes. The total social cost America pays for misuse of firearms has been estimated at $100 billion per year.
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Of course, guns can be used to prevent crimes as well as to commit them. Law enforcement officers and private citizens use guns to kill several hundred criminals per year and to wound over a thousand more. In many other instances, armed citizens deter or interrupt crimes without firing a shot. The annual number of such defensive uses of guns by private citizens is a matter of great controversy, with government survey data suggesting the number is less than 100,000 per year and some researchers contending the number could be as high as 2.5 million per year. Likewise, an enormously complex controversy exists over how legal restrictions on guns affect crime rates, with some statistical analyses indicating that crime decreases when laws make it easier for people to carry concealed guns, and other studies reaching opposite conclusions.

Guns are, without a doubt, one of America’s most intensely divisive cultural issues. But when it comes to specific positions and policies, there is actually a high level of consensus. Public opinion polls consistently show that large majorities of Americans favor tougher gun control laws but also believe the right to have a gun should be protected. Despite the widespread agreement on these basic points, Americans are sharply divided in their fundamental feelings about guns, with some cherishing guns as symbols of traditional values, freedom, and rugged individualism, and others associating guns with fear, mistrust, and death. As it charts a course for policy on guns, the Obama administration will have to deal with this complex emotional atmosphere surrounding the issue.

II. POLITICAL BATTLES OVER GUNS

The Obama administration will have to deal also with the sense of frustration and despair generated by years of incessant political strife over guns. At the same time, President Obama can draw some encouraging and important lessons from the way the gun issue played out in the 2008 campaigns and elections.
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For years, conservative politicians have been successfully exploiting guns as a cultural “values” issue. As Senator Jim Inhofe famously quipped, the Republican recipe for electoral success has been “God, gays, and guns.”21 Gun control was a losing issue, said the conventional wisdom, and Democrats shied away from it. The federal ban on assault weapons expired in 2004, and efforts to renew it were unsuccessful.22 A year later, Congress enacted legislation giving the gun industry special immunity from tort liability.23 After Hurricane Katrina struck the Gulf Coast, the NRA achieved enactment of federal and state laws to prohibit confiscation of guns during future emergencies.24

The tide turned against gun control in the courts as well. In March 2007, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit issued a dramatic decision that broadly construed the Second Amendment right to keep and bear arms and struck down the District of Columbia’s laws banning handguns and requiring other guns to be kept unloaded and locked up in the owner’s home.25

Just a month later, in April 2007, tragic events once again brought national attention to the gun issue, when a student at Virginia Tech used two pistols to murder thirty-two people in the deadliest shooting spree in American history.26 The nation’s response to the Virginia Tech episode seemed to be, more than anything else, one of resignation. These sorts of tragedies had occurred in the past, triggering a lot of talk and plenty of proposals, but no real constructive changes. Like many Democratic politicians, much of the American public had become jaded and lost hope that progress could ever be made on the issue.

While the gun control movement struggled to gain traction, the NRA and its allies were in a position of strength and actually faced a danger of being hampered by their own success. Special interest groups always have a complicated relationship with success. To attract support, a cause must look like it has a chance to achieve its objectives, because few want to waste their efforts on an endeavor that is certain to fail. But on the other hand, an organization can be so successful that it reduces its own significance or even renders itself obsolete. If the mission has already been accomplished, and there is no sign of any realistic threat of a reversal, it becomes difficult to stir
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complacent supporters to the same extent as when an issue is more genuinely in doubt. Ideally, an interest group can continually convince its supporters that it is simultaneously on the brink of great accomplishments and utter disasters, telling them that it is winning great victories and promising that it is poised to win more, but at the same time warning that the opposing forces are very strong and threaten everything the organization holds most dear. The NRA generally has done this well, convincing supporters that it is winning the fight for gun rights but that those rights continually remain in serious peril. In recent years, however, some wondered if the NRA might be reaching the point where it would have trouble arousing alarm about gun control.27

In addition to those complicating factors, the NRA faced a dilemma because of the particular candidates who wound up in the 2008 presidential race. The Democratic race quickly narrowed to a trio of candidates—Barack Obama, Hillary Clinton, and John Edwards—whom the NRA regarded as unequivocal enemies of guns and freedom. The NRA normally would expect to find a much better crop of candidates in the Republican field, but Rudy Giuliani and Mitt Romney, the early frontrunners, had supported gun control in the past and had to attempt tortuous flip-flops on the issue as presidential candidates.28

John McCain, the candidate who soon emerged as the GOP favorite, had been a reliable vote against gun control legislation for many years.29 As he tried to outmaneuver George Bush for the GOP presidential nomination in 2000, McCain shifted to a more middle-of-the-road position on guns.30 After losing that race, the “maverick” Senator went further left and joined forces with Andrew McKelvey, a liberal billionaire starting a new gun control organization called Americans for Gun Safety.31 McCain starred in radio and television ads asking Colorado and Oregon voters to approve ballot measures that would close the “gun show loophole” by requiring background checks for all firearm sales at gun shows.32 Both measures passed, and McCain soon appeared in gun-safety ads that ran in movie theaters in
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the summer of 2001 before the big-budget epic *Pearl Harbor*. McCain then teamed up with Joe Lieberman to introduce legislation that would close the gun show loophole on a national basis. The NRA called McCain “one of the premier flag-carriers for the enemies of the Second Amendment,” and gave him a “C” rating when he was up for reelection to the Senate in 2004.

From the very start, the 2008 presidential race thus tilted in a direction that pleased gun control advocates, with the leading Democratic candidates solidly on the gun control side, and the leading Republicans having provided significant support to gun control efforts in the past. Through the first several months of primaries and caucuses, the gun issue had a very low profile, with no candidate making much of an effort to draw attention to it.

That changed suddenly and unexpectedly in April 2008 when controversy flared over Barack Obama’s observation that economic frustration drives people in small towns in Pennsylvania and the Midwest to become “bitter” and to “cling to guns or religion.” That statement, made at a closed-door fundraiser in San Francisco, would be Obama’s most serious gaffe of the campaign and would serve as a powerful lesson about the danger of incautiously mentioning the gun issue. With a crucial primary in Pennsylvania coming up, Hillary Clinton pounced on Obama’s remarks, saying they were “elitist” and “patronizing” to people who consider guns and hunting important parts of their culture and heritage.

A few days later, on the one-year anniversary of the Virginia Tech shootings, Obama and Clinton met in Philadelphia for what would turn out to be the final debate of the Democratic race. Pressed to say how they thought the Supreme Court should rule on the constitutionality of the District of Columbia’s handgun ban, both candidates dodged the question. Obama said he had not read the briefs or heard all the evidence; Clinton likewise claimed she did not know the facts of the case well enough to offer a definite answer. The Democratic candidates clearly preferred to downplay the issue and steer clear of staking out specific positions.

Meanwhile, with John McCain having sewn up the GOP nomination, the NRA announced that it would spend $40 million on the upcoming elections, including $15 million specifically devoted to attacks on Barack
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Obama. That expenditure would be enormous compared to the $1.86 million the NRA spent on negative advertising against John Kerry in 2004, and the mere $212,695 it devoted to bashing Al Gore in 2000.

The impact of the NRA’s efforts would depend a lot on the outcome of the constitutional litigation concerning the District of Columbia’s gun laws. At the end of June 2008, the Supreme Court ruled by a 5–4 vote that the District’s laws violated the Second Amendment. In the enormous burst of commentary on the Supreme Court’s decision, the clear consensus was that the Court had done Obama a huge favor. A decision embracing the District of Columbia’s position—that the Second Amendment protects a right to have guns only for those serving in an organized military capacity such as in the National Guard—would have immediately transformed gun rights into one of the most contentious topics in the presidential race. Instead, the Supreme Court’s gun-friendly decision greatly aided Obama’s efforts to defuse the issue.

From that point on in the race, the candidates said little about guns. The Obama campaign’s “Blueprint for Change,” a statement of policy positions running more than eighty pages in length, never mentioned the gun issue. On his website, Obama had just a paragraph characterizing gun control as part of his plan to stimulate urban prosperity. Obama mentioned guns briefly during his nomination acceptance speech at the Democratic National Convention in August, but otherwise did not bring up the issue. The McCain campaign was equally quiet on the subject. In her speech at the Republican convention, vice presidential nominee Sarah Palin criticized Obama’s remark about “bitter” people clinging to guns. But aside from that, none of those delivering major addresses at the Republican convention—John McCain, Rudy Giuliani, Mike Huckabee, Fred Thompson, Joe
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A “Win-Win” Gun Policy Strategy

Lieberman, and (via satellite) George Bush—mentioned guns. Not a word was said about the issue by anyone in the presidential or vice-presidential candidates’ debates.

As the campaigns headed into their final weeks, the NRA launched a slew of ads attacking Obama, but despite the NRA’s efforts, the gun issue remained of little interest to most voters. Polls showed that gun policy was well down on the list of issues that mattered most to voters.

When Election Day finally arrived, the results favored Democrats and therefore generally looked good from the gun control perspective. Obama’s decisive win included victories in many states where conventional wisdom said the gun issue would hurt him, such as Virginia, North Carolina, Florida, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Nevada, New Mexico, and Colorado. In U.S. Senate and House races, candidates endorsed by the Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun Violence, the nation’s leading gun control organization, vastly outperformed their rivals endorsed by the NRA.

While warning that the election results posed dire threats to gun rights, the NRA comforted its supporters by declaring that these results actually represented a kind of triumph of the NRA’s agenda. In the NRA’s view, “the many Democratic gains occurred only because the party has run so far from the gun control issue.” The NRA thus suggested that Democrats based their campaign strategies on a realization that Americans want more gun rights and not more gun control. In turn, however, the NRA essentially conceded that its enormous effort to make guns an important issue in the 2008 election had been a failure.

Gun control advocates agreed, in part, with the NRA’s assessment. The Brady Campaign acknowledged that “guns were certainly not the dominant issue” in the election, but argued that the issue’s low profile was actually a dramatic, positive development for gun control advocates. The election showed that “the NRA cannot deliver a decisive block of single-issue voters, and its advertising dollars can’t sway elections.” Obama and other candidates favoring sensible gun control measures had successfully neutralized the issue.
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Having won the race to the White House, Obama now must decide how to approach the gun issue as president. The most obvious strategy might be simply to ignore the issue completely. In other words, Obama might choose never to say or do anything about guns, and to have his administration de-emphasize the issue as much as possible. Many advisors and Democrats in Congress would certainly recommend that approach as the safest from a political perspective. With enormously serious and difficult issues facing him, from fixing the economy to resolving the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, no one could reasonably blame Obama for concluding that it does not make sense to expend any effort and political capital on an intensely divisive issue like guns.

While avoiding the issue would be an understandable move, the Obama administration should follow a different course. America’s inability to enact sensible gun policies is a national disgrace that claims thousands of lives and wastes billions of dollars every year. President Obama and the Democratic leadership in Congress should not pretend that the problem does not exist, even though it poses such treacherous political risks and has persisted for so long. They should make a point of very prominently and directly taking on the gun issue. The key is that they should do so in a way that is unmistakably even-handed and that promotes gun rights as much as gun control. Such an approach would have two main components: fostering public discussion of gun policy and offering what I refer to as “win-win” gun policy proposals.

A. Talking About Guns

Barack Obama should start by talking about the issue. Guns certainly cannot be his top policy priority, but he has been elected for a four-year term, and at some point he can and should bring his acclaimed oratorical skills to bear on the great American gun debate.

Obama campaigned as a person who wants to overcome lines that have unnecessarily divided the country. Making progress on the gun issue would be a remarkable way to show that was not mere rhetoric. Guns are a subject on which sensible policy compromises should be possible. Indeed, the overwhelming majority of Americans agree on the most basic points. They believe that people have a right to own and use guns, but also that governments should be able to regulate guns in reasonable ways. Despite that fundamental consensus, Americans have lined up on opposite sides of the battle over guns, remaining suspicious and scornful of those with different perspectives, rather than coming together on the middle ground.
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Obama should deliver a speech that sincerely and seriously acknowledges the merit of many arguments on both sides of the debate. The truth is that guns can be used to do bad things, but they also can be used to do good things. They can be used to commit terrible crimes, and they can be used to save lives. As a result, the goal should be to promote the socially beneficial uses of guns while reducing the prevalence of their misuse.

This dual nature of guns is reflected in the very different feelings that people have about them. For many Americans, guns have overwhelmingly positive associations. To them, guns are about families and traditions, about growing up and spending time learning to shoot and to hunt, and about each generation passing something on to the next. For many other Americans, guns have completely different connotations. For example, to a young person in an inner city, guns may be associated with only bad things, like being scared, having grandparents who are afraid to go outside, or knowing someone who was shot. President Obama could accomplish a lot just by eloquently acknowledging and describing these very different experiences and resulting feelings, and by pushing Americans to try to see things from perspectives other than their own.

As the first African-American person to serve as president, Obama has made many people think more deeply than before about the role that race plays in many aspects of our society. He could do the same in talking about the historical and contemporary significance of guns in this country. He could explain how discriminatory restrictions on access to weapons in early America were a crucial part of maintaining the subjugation of slaves and even free blacks. He could talk about the dual role that guns played in the era after the U.S. Civil War, when malevolent groups like the Ku Klux Klan used them to wage campaigns of hateful violence, even as others used them heroically to defend their families and communities against such terrorism. He could also candidly acknowledge the racial dimension that tragically persists with respect to gun violence today. Homicide rates for African-Americans, particularly young black males, are shockingly high, and the vast majority of the killings are done with guns.

Obama touched on the right themes on a few rare occasions during his campaign. Pressed to respond to the Supreme Court’s decision striking down District of Columbia gun laws, Obama said that reasonable gun regulations should survive Second Amendment challenges, and he promised that as president he would uphold the constitutional rights of law-abiding gun-owners and hunters. “I know that what works in Chicago may not work in Cheyenne,” he acknowledged, but “[t]oday’s decision reinforces that if we act responsibly, we can both protect the constitutional right to bear arms and
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keep our communities and our children safe."  

Likewise, during his nomination acceptance speech at the Democratic National Convention in August, Obama said, "The reality of gun ownership may be different for hunters in rural Ohio than for those plagued by gang violence in Cleveland, but don’t tell me we can’t uphold the Second Amendment while keeping AK-47s out of the hands of criminals." On each occasion, Obama struck two key themes, emphasizing the need to respect different perspectives on guns and recognizing that maintaining gun rights and having sensible gun controls are not mutually exclusive goals. As president, he should seize the opportunity to repeat and to expand on these themes.

Talking about guns and their complex role in American society obviously will not, by itself, solve the nation’s very real and serious problems with gun violence, but it is a crucial first step. President Obama can accomplish a lot by making clear, through detailed and candid discussion of the issue, that he sincerely wants to do something constructive with respect to gun policy rather than just score political points. He can reiterate and expand upon the same themes that he used effectively on the few occasions during the presidential campaign when he addressed the issue—the legitimacy of different perspectives on guns and the compatibility of gun rights and sound gun controls.

B. "Win-Win" Policy Proposals

Having made clear that the nation needs to be able to have a serious, constructive dialogue about guns, President Obama should declare that he is ready to move forward to consider specific policy proposals, but with one new, vital caveat: he will not support any legislation relating to guns unless it promotes both gun rights and gun control. In other words, nothing will be enacted unless it genuinely provides a “win-win” situation for both sides by protecting law-abiding citizens’ socially beneficial gun use while preventing harmful misuse of guns.

In some instances, this could mean developing a single policy proposal that would appeal to both gun control and gun rights advocates. For example, both sides of the debate share an interest in stronger enforcement of existing gun laws. The NRA emphatically called for tougher enforcement of gun laws during the Clinton administration, saying that the nation needed better enforcement of the laws already on the books, rather than any new laws. The NRA is likely to return to that theme in response to any serious
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push for enactment of new legal restrictions on firearms. Gun control advocates should jump at the chance to join forces with the NRA on this point, and proposals for enhancing enforcement should be ripe material for the sorts of compromise and consensus toward which the Obama administration should be pushing.

Another good example can be found in efforts to revise the procedures for federal regulatory oversight of gun dealers. Under current law, when the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) determines that a licensed firearms dealer has violated legal requirements, ATF must choose between the weak sanction of merely giving a warning and the severe sanction of revoking the dealer’s license to sell firearms. With the support of the NRA, the gun industry, and the Bush administration, members of Congress proposed legislation that would give ATF the power to impose a graduated range of administrative penalties, such as fines and temporary suspensions of licenses. Gun control proponents have complained about the same problem in the past, pointing out that the lack of graduated penalties “assures that dealers who deserve discipline short of revocation will go unpunished.” Although gun control and gun rights advocates naturally do not see eye to eye on how severe the penalties should be for various violations, the fact that they do agree on the benefits of creating a more flexible, graduated penalty structure indicates there is common ground on which a compromise could be struck.

In many other instances, achieving a “win-win” result would mean bundling together a set of measures that would include some policies favored by each side. Crafting such legislation is not an impossible or unrealistic task. Indeed, the most recent federal enactment concerning guns fits precisely into this mold. Shortly after the Virginia Tech shootings in April 2007, the NRA began negotiating with Democratic congressional leaders to come up with a compromise bill that would improve the databases of the National Instant Criminal Background Check System (NICS) used by the FBI to screen potential gun purchasers. The legislation, entitled the NICS Improvement Amendments Act of 2007, eventually passed by unanimous
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consent in each house of Congress, with support both from gun control
groups like the Brady Campaign and from steadfast defenders of gun rights
like the NRA.70 The statute provides financial support for states to improve
the records they provide for NICS regarding individuals prohibited from
having guns, particularly those disqualified because they have been adjudicat-
cated mentally defective or committed to a mental institution.71 At the same
time, the statute contains provisions intended to prevent people from being
unfairly prohibited from having guns. The NICS improvement legislation
illustrates the feasibility of coming up with packages of measures that serve
both to help keep guns out of the wrong hands and to protect the gun rights
of responsible, law-abiding citizens.

President Obama should invite the NRA and its allies in Congress to
work alongside gun control advocates to put together similar compromises.
At the very least, this approach would give Obama a clear and well-defined
stance on guns, thereby discouraging the egregious sorts of misimpressions
and paranoia that will persist as long as he remains inscrutably quiet on the
issue. For example, during the 2008 campaigns, the NRA circulated what it
purported to be Obama’s “Ten Point Plan to ‘Change’ the Second Amend-
ment,” a list including extreme measures such as banning all handguns,
prohibiting any use of firearms for home defense, shutting down ninety per-
cent of gun dealers, and passing federal legislation negating all state laws
permitting people to carry concealed weapons.72 Neutral fact-checkers de-
clared that these claims were unsubstantiated and misleading,73 but the
NRA’s scare tactics undoubtedly influenced some people. By making crystal
clear what sorts of reasonable measures he actually would support, Obama
can discourage distortions of his agenda while working toward significant
policy reforms.

The following are just a few examples of the types of good policy pro-
posals that can be put on the table by gun control advocates.

1. Universal Background Checks

One of the primary objectives of policymaking with respect to guns in
America should be to make the background check system as comprehensive,
thorough, and effective as possible. That system is the cornerstone of efforts
to keep guns out of the wrong hands. Since the passage of the Brady law in
1993, the government has blocked more than 1.6 million attempted
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purchases of guns by convicted felons and others legally prohibited from having firearms.\textsuperscript{74} Unfortunately, the background check system’s coverage is limited in ways that significantly impair its effectiveness. Federal laws require a person to undergo a background check only if purchasing a gun from a licensed firearm dealer.\textsuperscript{75} If the seller is not a licensed dealer, no background check is required, whether that seller is a neighbor, a stranger on the street, or someone selling a gun through a classified ad placed in a newspaper or posted on a website. This limit on the reach of the background check system makes acquisition of guns too easy for convicted felons and others who should not have access to firearms.\textsuperscript{76} A few states, such as California, have gone beyond what federal law demands and made background checks a universal requirement for all gun acquisitions, regardless of the seller’s identity.\textsuperscript{77} That approach should be incorporated into federal law so that it applies nationwide. A recent survey found that over eighty percent of Americans favor such a move, with the support being equally strong among conservatives and liberals, among McCain voters and Obama voters, and among those who own guns and those who do not.\textsuperscript{78}

2. Gun Shows

While requiring background checks for all gun acquisitions would be the ideal policy, a more limited but helpful step in the same direction would be to require a background check for everyone who buys a firearm at a gun show. Under current federal law, no special rules apply to the sale of firearms at gun shows. In other words, a licensed dealer who sells firearms at gun shows must do background checks, but unlicensed sellers at gun shows face no such requirement.\textsuperscript{79} Gun shows thus make it particularly easy for convicted criminals and other people who would fail background checks to find lots of unlicensed individuals offering large quantities of guns for sale with no questions asked.\textsuperscript{80} The federal statutes should be amended so that every purchaser of a firearm at a gun show is required to undergo a background check.
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The NRA and the National Shooting Sports Foundation (NSSF), the gun industry’s principal trade association, have stated that they would not oppose legislation requiring background checks for all sales at gun shows if logistical details, such as the length of time permitted for the government to complete the checks, could be worked out in satisfactory ways.\textsuperscript{81} Congress came close to passing legislation on this issue in 1999 but could not decide whether the time allowed for the checks should be three days or twenty-four hours.\textsuperscript{82} Given that only a tiny fraction of checks take more than a few hours to complete,\textsuperscript{83} legislators should be able to work out that sort of detail and come up with a measure that implements background checks for all sales without unduly hampering the operation of gun shows.

3. \textit{Terrorism}

The attacks in Mumbai, India, in late November 2008 illustrated the degree of horror that terrorists can produce with firearms.\textsuperscript{84} Despite the serious risks posed by terrorism today, the United States does not have any law that prohibits people on the government’s watch lists of suspected terrorists from purchasing or possessing guns. The government therefore may be able to stop a suspected terrorist from getting on an airplane, but not from buying a gun.\textsuperscript{85} Legislation has been proposed that would address this danger by giving the U.S. Department of Justice discretion to block the sale of a gun when the background check reveals that the purchaser is on a terrorist watch list.\textsuperscript{86} This legislation would give the government the option of allowing a sale to proceed when the government does not want the suspect to become aware that he is on a terrorist watch list, and it would also protect individual rights by providing for court review where the government opts to reject the attempted purchase.\textsuperscript{87}

Terrorism is obviously a real and serious threat. Gun owners know that, as do the organizations and politicians who work most aggressively in support of gun rights. Indeed, the NRA’s chief spokesperson, Executive Vice President Wayne LaPierre, has emphasized that policymaking on guns should be informed by the increased threat of terrorism facing the United
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States today. LaPierre and others like him argue that the risk of terrorism should not be used as a justification for broad, across-the-board restrictions on the rights of law-abiding Americans. But whatever the merits of that view, putting special restrictions on those who have been specifically identified as suspected terrorists should be a completely different matter. Giving the federal government discretion to block purchases of weapons by those on the terrorist watch lists should be a measure that everyone on both sides of the gun debate can support.

4. Gun Dealers

Several other simple reforms would improve the rules governing licensed gun dealers. For example, although dealers must do background checks on customers who want to buy guns, dealers are not required to do such checks on their employees before letting them handle and sell guns. The NSSF already encourages gun dealers to do background checks on employees, and it should be a simple and uncontroversial step for federal legislation to make that practice mandatory and to permit dealers to screen employees using the same NICS system already in place for background checks on gun buyers.

Another flaw in current laws permits a dealer whose federal firearms license has been revoked for some reason, such as for repeatedly violating federal regulations, to transfer all of his remaining stock from his “business inventory” to his “personal collection” and sell it off without background checks. Legislation could easily fix this problem by requiring that dealers selling off inventory after license revocations remain subject to the same legal requirements that apply to licensed dealers.

5. Retention of NICS Records

Under regulations issued by the Bush Administration in 2004, within twenty-four hours after a buyer has passed a background check, all records evidencing that the check occurred must be destroyed. The government previously maintained such records for ninety days in order to allow for audits that would ensure background checks were being done properly and

89 See, e.g., id. at 1–10.
that convicted criminals and other prohibited purchasers had not been mistakenly allowed to buy guns.\textsuperscript{96} When the government realized that a mistake had occurred, it would initiate efforts to retrieve the weapon from the person erroneously permitted to obtain it. The government undertook hundreds of such retrieval actions every year.\textsuperscript{97} The Bush administration adopted the regulation requiring next-day destruction of NICS records even though a General Accounting Office study warned that the policy would adversely affect public safety.\textsuperscript{98} Restoration of the ninety-day retention rule would be a reasonable step to improve the effectiveness of the background check system.

Although the NRA strongly opposes a ninety-day retention policy,\textsuperscript{99} this is a technical issue that should be of little interest to the vast majority of gun owners. Whether records generated by background checks are stored for twenty-four hours or ninety days is not something that has an adverse impact on anyone legally qualified to purchase and possess guns. Restoring the ninety-day retention policy should be feasible without inciting widespread controversy, because it improves the background check system and helps stop illegal acquisition of guns without imposing restrictions on lawful gun purchasers and owners.

\textbf{C. Protecting Gun Rights}

Again, the goal should be to group these gun control proposals with measures that would protect and expand gun rights, creating legislative packages that draw support from both sides of the gun debate. Gun rights supporters should have no shortage of legislative and regulatory measures to suggest, and gun control advocates should look carefully at these proposals with an open mind about the possibility that some could be part of reasonable compromises.

For example, one of the NRA’s top legislative priorities in recent years has been to expand opportunities for people to carry concealed guns. Forty states now have the type of permissive “right-to-carry” laws that the NRA favors, while eight have more restrictive laws and only two—Illinois and Wisconsin—prohibit concealed guns completely.\textsuperscript{100} In addition, forty-four states permit people to carry guns openly, such as in holsters that are not concealed, and a push is now underway to increase that number.\textsuperscript{101} While the trend has been strongly in the NRA’s favor on this issue, a number of pro-
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posals remain on the table. For example, many bills have been introduced in Congress that would create a national system of “reciprocity” for concealed weapons permits, so that people with licenses to carry concealed guns in their home states would be allowed to carry concealed guns when visiting other states that also issue licenses for their residents to carry concealed guns. Other bills would make smaller changes such as requiring the Federal Bureau of Prisons to provide secure places for prison employees to store any firearms they carry while traveling to and from work, or improving the federal laws that exempt qualified current and former law enforcement officers from state laws prohibiting the carrying of concealed handguns.

Gun control supporters understandably oppose these measures and worry about the risks of allowing more people to carry guns in more situations. The reality, however, is that carrying guns is already permitted in most of the country, and that is not going to change. Simply opposing every measure that would expand in any way the ability to carry guns is not the most productive strategy for the Obama administration and gun control supporters in Congress. They should focus their energies on developing ways to satisfy the objectives of these gun rights proposals while simultaneously achieving net gains in public safety. Supporting the creation of a national system of “reciprocity” for concealed gun licenses, for example, might be a worthwhile move if the legislation pressed states to standardize and strengthen their training requirements, qualification screening procedures, and license revocation procedures.

In state legislatures, various other types of “gun rights” legislation have been introduced, such as laws expanding the right to use guns to defend against intruders in one’s home and laws requiring businesses to let their employees keep guns in their cars in office parking lots. Although these issues primarily have been treated as matters of state rather than federal law, they also might be addressed in some respects by packages of gun legislation orchestrated by the Obama administration. Again, gun control proponents have many sensible concerns about these kinds of proposals, but they may be able to find some respects in which they could safely concede some ground while crafting restrictions that ensure the additional legal leeway being given to gun owners will be used responsibly.

Many other bills have been introduced in Congress in recent years that promote the interests of gun owners or the gun industry in some respects but might not pose any real concerns for gun control supporters. For example, legislation has been proposed to require ATF to make video recordings when
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it tests firearms or ammunition.107 Another bill would allow companies in the firearms and ammunition industries to pay their excise taxes on a quarterly basis, rather than on a bi-weekly basis as under current law.108 Other measures would benefit hunters without posing any real danger from a gun control perspective, such as laws requiring that hunting be considered when the federal government makes decisions about management and use of federal lands.109

Some gun control advocates may recoil at the thought of compromise and insist on steadfastly opposing anything the NRA favors. That sort of “zero sum” or “us versus them” mentality has not been a winning strategy for the gun control movement, and it is time to try a different approach. Gun control advocates should analyze gun rights proposals in light of the harms they will produce; they should focus on fighting those proposals that significantly threaten public safety, and in return accept those proposals that pose only phantom dangers or risks that are minimal and can be controlled or mitigated.

CONCLUSION

“Let us resist the temptation,” Barack Obama urged in his election-night victory speech, “to fall back on the same partisanship and pettiness and immaturity that has poisoned our politics for so long.”110 Obama did not mention guns that night, but the gun issue provides a striking opportunity for him to follow through on his promise of overcoming old divisions and strife to accomplish constructive policy changes.

This will be a challenge for all the reasons that have made the nation’s approach to gun policymaking such an embarrassment for so long. The gun rights community is highly suspicious of Obama’s intentions. Yet the NRA has vowed to give the benefit of the doubt to the president. “I hope he keeps his campaign statements,” Wayne LaPierre said. “If he does, we’ll be cheering for him.”111

Winning cheers from the most militant quarters of the NRA for a reasonable approach to gun control may be too much to expect Obama’s administration to achieve. But having repeatedly defied great odds in his ascent to the presidency, Obama should go ahead and aim for a significant breakthrough on the gun issue. He should speak candidly about guns and their complex role in this country, acknowledge the ways in which their use can be socially beneficial as well as harmful, and push hard for adoption of com-
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A “Win-Win” Gun Policy Strategy

Combinations of policy reforms that promote the use of guns as instruments of protection and that reduce the incidence of their misuse. If nothing comes of his efforts, Obama at least will have made clear that his administration and party are committed to striking a fair balance between protecting gun rights and promoting sensible controls and safety. And if Obama succeeds in re-orienting the gun debate toward reasonable policymaking instead of shrill bickering, genuine progress may be achieved toward finally establishing a comprehensive and effective set of reasonable controls on guns.